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MUfhi, Medicine and Witchcraft: Regulating
'African Science' in Post-Apartheid South
Africa?*
Adam Ashforth
Abstract
This paper comprises extracts from Adam Ashforths book: Witchcraft,
Violence and Democracy in South Africa (Chicago University Press, 2005) .
It argues that the distin ction between witchcraft and healing is esse ntially a
moral one (healers and witches use supernatural f orces supposedly for
different ends) and that both activities fa ll under the rubric of 'African
science '. Whereas proponents of 'Indigenous Knowledge Systems ' attempt,
as part of a broader cultural project, to provide 'traditional' African healing
with sc ient ific status, others - starting with Motlana 's 1988 call to 'stop
romanticizing the evil depredations of the sangoma' in order to Fee patients
from the 'tyranny of superstition ' - emphasise the incommensurability of
traditional healing practices with sc ience. The paper concludes with a
discussion of how such incommensurability makes it very difficult, if not
imp ossible, fo r the post-apartheid state to regulate 'African science '.
The Dialectics of Muthi
When people worry about ' witchcraft' in Sowe to, they almost always have in
mind the possi bility that malicious persons are using harmful substances
known generically, in the Zulu lingua franca of these part s, as muthi. When
traditional hea lers administer aid to patients in distress, they almost always
dispense subs tances also known generically as muthi. The term muthi (spelled
• This article compri ses extracts from Adam Ashforth, Witchcraft. Violence, and Democracy in
South Africa (University of Chicago Press, 2005). Copyright is held by the University of
Chicago.
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212 Muthi . Medicine and Witchcraft
muti in Xhosa trans litera tions) deri ves from the Nguni roo t -th i, signifying
'tree .' Usually translated into Eng lish as either ' medicine ' or 'poison ,' with
the anodyne ' herbs' used in ambiguous instances, muthi refers to substances
fabrica ted by an expert hand, substances designed by persons possessing
secret knowledge to achieve ei ther positive ends of hea ling, invo lving
cleansing, strengthening, and protect ing persons from ev il forces , or negative
ends of wi tchcra ft, bringin g illness, misfort une, and death to others or illicit
wea lth and power to the witch.
If the context of conversat ion leaves unclear whether medicine or
poi son is sugges ted, the valence of the term can be spec ified by reference to
the co lours black and white: in Zulu, utnuth i omnyama (black mil/hi) is the
harmful poison , and 1I/11l1/hi om/dope (w hite mil/hi) is the hea ling medicine.
The co lour of the actual substances - which are mostly shades of brown - is
less important than the moral distinct ion between legitimate and illegit imate
uses of powerful substances , although healers do place great sig nificance
upon particul ar co lors as havin g healing properties (H. Nguba ne, 1977: chap.
7). To understand the sor ts of things people worry about when they worry
abo ut exposure to invi sible evil forces in places like Sow eto , it is essen tia l to
understand the various ways in which peop le interpret the age ncy inhere nt in
subs tances categorised as mil/hi and the ways in which both human persons
and invisi ble bei ngs interact with them.
The distinct ion between healin g and its antithes is, witchcraft, is an
essen tially moral one, based on interpretations of the motives of persons
deploying /I1 11 /hi and the ends to which these forces are directed. Witches
seeking to cause harm work with /I111/hi as po ison ; healers seeking well-be ing
work with /I1 11/hi as medicine . Though directed toward health and we ll-bei ng -
a genera l co ndition of bod ily health , spirit ua l ease, and socia l harmony
referred to as impilo (in Zulu; phela, Sotho) - the muthi of healers also brings
dea th. When a hea ler sets out to cure a person affl icted by witchcraft, he or
she will typicall y promise that the ir /I111/hi wi ll return the ev il forces deployed
by the witch to their source , thereby killing the witc h. Such vio lence ,
however, is legitim ate, for it is executed in the name of defense. Wi tches , by
definit ion , are engaged in illegitim ate uses of the powers of muthi . In
everyday discourse when Sowetans refer to witchcraft, they do not usually
trouble themselves with distinctions between people enjoyi ng innate
capacities to direct evi l forces, peo ple wit h secret knowledge abo ut the ev il
uses of /I111/hi, and people purchasing muthi from professionals for their ow n
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Adam Ashforth 2 13
nefarious purposes. Each and every person deploying muthi for malicious or
illegit imat e ends - such as, say, acc umulating excessive wea lth or power - is
spo ken of as a 'witch.'
There are no limits to the possible uses of muthi other than the skill
and supernatura l con nec tions of the person maki ng and using it. Witches
using muthi are sa id to be able to cause every disease and misfo rtune under
the sun. Healers claim to be able to cure every disease (inc luding AIDS,
though many know bett er than to ment ion this to outsiders now) and to
remedy every misfortune ever suffe red. I A typical healer wi ll adve rtise
abilities to supply mut hi to protect your house agai nst bur glars and your car
aga inst hijackers, to keep your husband faithful, to help your childre n pass
their exams, and to keep your boss at work happy. He wi ll a lso have muthi to
cure your high blood pressure, diabetes, swo llen ankles , and whatever else ai ls
you. Such a healer wi ll a lso know how to protect clients from police and
crimina ls a like, thou gh legions of the dead must be regre tting the day they
gave money to healers claiming to be ab le to turn bullets into water.' Muthi,
then , is a category of substances that act both 011 persons and with perso ns -
and not only human person s as ordinar ily unders tood. Muth i also plays a part
in commun icat ions between humans and spirits. Spir its both activate the
powers inherent in muthi and empower these substances with new force.
These prop ositions are treated as axiomat ic by most people, including those
such as born-again Christians who find the whole enterprise of tradi tional
heal ing anathema and see muthi as a means of engaging with de monic forces .
Dangerous substa nces deployed as muthi can enter the body through
the mouth in the form of food or drin k, through the lungs, through contact
with the skin, through sexua l intercourse, and through the anus - so anyone
who eats , drinks, breathes, or puts their body in contact with other persons or
substances needs to be careful. The most feared mode of deployment is that of
muthi in food or dr ink, referre d to as idliso (Zu lu) and sejeso (So tho) after the
verb ' to eat' : ukudlisa in Zu lu and ho j esa in Sotho. Other conventiona lly
recognise d modes of deploying muthi to cause harm include blowing a
powder from the palm of the hand toward a victim (a ges ture that also serves
in everyday conve rsat ion to signify witchcra ft), laying the muthi where the
victim will walk over it, and placin g it near the victim such as in her bed, on
the roof of her house, or buried in her backyard. Burning muthi can also
activa te its powers. Whi le one can protect onese lf, to a certain extent, from
idliso by being carefu l about what one cons umes and avoiding offe rs of food
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2 14 Muthi, Medicine and Witchcraft
or drink from untrustworthy sources , the other modes of deployment are more
probl ematic, as the muthi is mostly invisible to its victim. Protect ion from
witchcra ft generally requires supernatural proph ylaxis activated by a healer's
muth i or a prophet's treatment s.
The forces operating in muthi are said to be operat ive over long
distan ces, eve n without any direct contact between witch and victim. Muth i
ca n also work as a material force throu gh the medium of a dream. A person
can dream he is eatin g something without being aware that a witch has
poisoned the food in his dream. When he awa kes, the muthi will cause
afflictions ju st as real as if the food had been consumed while awa ke. The
ethnogra phic recor d is silent about indige nous notions of con tamination
through insect vectors, a lthough in January 2000 the Sunday Times reported a
story of a mob in a vi llage in Mpumalanga attack ing a traditional healer who
was 'a ccu sed of bewitching mosqu itoes and making them infect a client's
bus iness rivals' (Lubisi, 2000), and there is con siderable lore about the use of
animals and mystical crea tures by witches. Nor has contamination through the
eyes in the mann er of the 'evil eye ' so prevalent in Europe and the
Mediterra nean figured as a major source of harm in this reg ion. As an active
age ncy, muthi can produce effec ts of a wide variety limited only by the skill
of the person making and deploying it.
The defin ing ca pacity of both the witch and the healer is the abi lity to
interact with the invisible agency inherent in certain substances to crea te
muthi so as to effect speci fic desired ends in concert with these forces. The
term muthi has botanical roots . A contemporary trad itional healer's
apothecary, however, though domin ated by natural products harvested and
marketed in a multimillion-rand industry with an increasing burden on the
natural environm ent (Mander , 1998: chap. 9, sec . 2), is by no means limited to
a folkloric pharmacopeia of roo ts, leaves, barks, and animal products. The
popul ar image of the traditional healer is one of a highly skilled sage
dispensing secret recipes of natural herbs, recipes that have been handed down
through genera tions and that embody the co llective wisdom of indigenous
knowledge. Healers, however, commonly use synthetic animal 'fats '
(especially the much prized fat of the lion, imported from India) over-the-
counter pharmaceuticals, and patent medicines in their healin g practice
(Cocks and Moller, 2002) . Many also find uses for a range of industrial
chemica ls such as mercury, chromium, potassium permanganate, copper
sulfate, and other co lorful metal sa lts, a practice that has contributed to
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Adam Ashforth 215
making South Africa, in the words of a leading toxicologist, a ' tox icologist's
goldmine' (Stewa rt, 2002). Nor is the healer's neme sis, the witch, limited to
the herbs available to the anc estors of old. The quest for power ful substances
to both cau se and alle viate misfortune cannot be limited to old recip es because
in many instances the misfortunes to be caused and the sickn esses to be
healed are new .
Witchcraft and healin g are endeav ors that privilege innova tion. The
key to both is knowledge. Heal ers and witches alike draw their powers from
three possible sources: inheritance of abilities from ancestors; train ing by
skilled masters; and direct communication with higher powers such as the
ances tors , spirits (evi l ones in the case of witches, of course) , or the Holy
Spirit. Most healers clai m a little of all three in accounting for their powers.
The same is presum ed true of witches. But the witch's art is predicated on
sec recy. The knowledge of witchcraft is known only to the witch es. They may
share it in secret am ong themselves, but it cannot be made public. If a witch
were to confess to his art and make public the nature of his techn iques, he
wo uld no longer be a witch and the techniques would no longer work.
The antithetical re lationship between the witch and the healer in this
con text of secrecy places enormous significance upon the ability of the healer
to demonstrate legit imate sources and purposes of his or her knowledge -
which, like witchcraft, must a lso be of 'a character unobtainable by the
ordinary person - though the suspicion that a lways clings to healers that they
may, despit e protestations to the contrary, be capable of dark arts rarely hurt s
their business. In everyday Sowetan life at the turn of the twenty-fir st century,
both the ev il arts of witchcraft and the sources of healing knowledge are
commonly spoken of in terms of 'African science.' The scientific basis of
healin g is a lso an artic le of fai th in government circles. In 1998, for example,
the Report ofthe Select Committee on Social Services on Traditional Healers
of the Na tional Counci l of Provinces reco mmended that ' this science [my
emphasis] should also be developed thro ugh research and technology without
necessarily wes ternisi ng it' (Se lect Committee on Social Serv ices, 1998: 1.1).
When specifying the abilities of 'African scientists' and ident ifying
the kinds of interactions between the intentions of malicious persons and the
capacities of substances to cau se harm or the corollary capacities of heal ers
and their herb s to cure, the fie ld of possibility is so wide that it is virtually
imp ossible for someo ne to say, ' This they cannot do ' without fear of
contradiction. Who can say that the foreign witch does not have access to
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216 Muthi, Medicine and Witchcraft
muthi unheard of by the local healer? Who knows how the 'modern' witch is
adapting new technologies to the pursuit of old evils? Nobody. Ordinary
people do not possess the means of distinguishing among the agency inherent
in the muthi (whether it be harmful or healthful), the agency of the human
principal, and the agency of the victim or patient. For this they must rely upon
experts, healers. And the healers, they are many.
'African Science' and Witchcraft
In everyday talk about witchcraft and healing, 'African science' serves as a
basic reference point for reckonings of the potentials of secret African
knowledge and skills. ' African science' in everyday talk occupies a place
alongside the miracles of Scripture and the magic of what is usually referred
to as Western or White science in its ability to transform the world in
mysterious ways. African science and White science constitute two distinct
aspects of human power to understand and shape the world. Living in a world
where the miracles of computers, the remote control, and mobile telephones
are everyday realities , and where images of nuclear explosions and space
travel are commonplace, no one doubts the power of science to effect action at
a distance and transform the world and all who live in it. Nor would many
doubt the power of God and the devil to transcend the ordinary laws of
physics in performing their miracles.
The fact that no one seems to know for certain how any of this is
achieved is of little consequence. As a young high school student once told
me: ' To my personal point of view, I think physical science, or physics, goes
hand in hand with African physical science. Why I'm saying that is that
physical science, well it is approved, and it is done by different nation s, like
Greeks, Americans. But it is in a modern way. There are labs, there are
laboratories . With us, we don't have laboratories . It is done in an olden way.
But it goes hand in hand.' By ' hand in hand' he meant they are equal partners
in explaining and shaping the world .
Commodities embodying Western science , classes in physical science
taught in schools, the prevailing imagery of industrial and technological
power and the people responsible for it, and the doctors staffing clinics and
hospitals have an irreducibly alien feel in this context. They are not
indigenous, not African. They are 'things of Whites,' in the local parlance.
Even when the scientists or doctors are black and African, they are not
thought of as practicing African science.' Most people have only the vaguest
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apprec iation of what scientific inquiry entails. Pitifully few high school
students graduate with adequate mastery of mathematics and science to
proc eed to univers ity-level studies . Of the more than 400 ,000 African
candidates taking the national matriculation examinations in the year 2000 ,
only 20,243 attempted the 'higher grade ' of mathematics required for
university-level science studies, and only 3, 128 passed (Republic of South
Africa, 200 1: 13). Though the objects of ' modern technology' are ubiquitous,
sc ientific theories and methods remain a mystery for most.
African science, that body of knowledge my young friend imagined
as walking hand in hand with Western science, is equally mysterious, though
for a different reason . Africa n scie nce is sec ret knowledge. This secrecy is its
essential core. Some have argued that secrecy has been necessary to protect
indigenous knowledge from exploitation and denigration by Whites.
Participant s in discu ssions with the Portfolio Committee on Arts, Culture,
Science, and Techn ology on indigenous knowl edge systems, for example,
'argued that the reason why indigenous people origina lly introduced secrecy
and sacre dness, was to protect ind igenous knowledge from misappr opriation
and scruti ny by missionaries' (Portfo lio Committee on Arts, 2000 : para. 11.2).
Be that as it may, however, secrecy is also consonant with a great many
features of ritual knowledge in which mysterious powers are mobilised . The
fact that African science, with its 'olden ways ,' is practiced in secret broadens
the fie ld of imagi nation in which the potent ial powers of muthi and the people
who deploy it play out.
Even the most passionate advoc ate of the power of secret African
scie nce will concede that it is less effec tive than Western science in building
industria l technologies and national prosperity and in making wars and
conquering peoples. Yet Western scie nce seems irre levant to the everyday
misery and suffering of individua ls and their families. As the young man
quoted above put it, 'science can't prove anything about my se lf. It's got to do
with the planets, the whole universe.' The heale r who can throw the bones to
divine the nature of a person's problems, problems created by a witch using
muthi, is far more powerful when it comes to proving things about the 'self.'
In speculation about the powers of witchcraft, no one will admit to having
mastered African science or publicl y pronounce upon its precept s or
dem onstrate its techn iques to public scrutiny and empirical testing. To doubt
that it is every bit as powerful as White science, however, is tantamount to
betraying a lack of faith in Afr ica and Afr icans. When one must worry about
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2 18 Muthi, Medicine and Witchcraft
the abi lity of others to cause harm with dangerous substances in contemporary
Soweto, more often than not African science represents the source of the
powers that must be reckoned with. Obviously, however, because the
witchcraft that consists of ' poisoning ' by muthi is pract iced in secrecy, little
can be publ icly known about it - not so the properties of its diametric
opposite : medicinal muthi.
Faith in the power of African science can best be seen in ta lk about
the scientific status of trad itional healing and indigenous medicine. When
substances categorised as muthi are considered as medicine, their powers are
universally ass umed by black South Africans to be open to scientific
confirmation. A great many black South Africans and sympathetic white
people consider proving the pharmacological effect iveness of muthi part of
the project of restoring the respect that should be accord ed ' African culture'
as an ' indigenous knowledge system' long denigrated by.the West and Wh ites
thr ough centuries of colonisation (Serote, 1998). Although some critics argu e
that this research is really part of a 'biopiracy' conspiracy organised in tandem
with interna tional pharmaceut ical corporations to make ' indigenous medicine
knowledge ' more amenable to exploitation by drug manu facturers (Rees ,
1999), the press regularly carries stories with headl ines such as "Muti Passes
the Science Test ' (Bishop, 1997), usually quoting a traditional healer uttering
words to the effect of ' we told you so.'
'African Science' and 'Indigenous Knowledge
Systems'
In 1987, the eminent Sowe tan medical practitioner, community leader dur ing
the 1976 Sowe to Uprising, and businessman Ntatho Motlana gave an address
to the graduating class of medical students at the University of the
Witwa ters rand. In his address, Motlana launched what has since become a
much quoted denunciation of traditional heali ng. Motlana remains one of the
few prominent Africans in South Africa willin g to take a public stand
skeptica l of the wisdom of traditional healing. His argument in this speech is
worth considering in some detail because it expresses a radically moderni st
perspective on traditional healing that , though still wides pread (particularly
among white doctors), is politically difficult, if not impo ssible, to articulate in
these times.
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Motlana argued that 'the scientific basis for traditional medicine has
not been established , that most of it was based on superstition and
meaningless pseudo psychological mumbo jumbo that was often positively
harmful ' (1988: 17). His attack on traditional. healing was launched in the
aftermath of World Health Organisation (WHO) policies advocating official
recognition of these healers . According to Motlana , 'African health
professionals trained in scientific med icine ' had opposed the efforts of well-
meaning but misguided Europeans and Americans to promote the so-called
indigenous doctor in framing WHO policy. He began his address by prai sing
the European miss ionaries who worked to eradicate ' superstition' and by
denouncing those well-intentioned liberals ' who want to take us back into the
Dark Ages of Medicine by romanticizing the half naked drummer of the
night. ' These latter, he insisted, ' choose to forget that the so-called advanced
nations of the West also passed through an age when they believed that
diseases were caused by mists arising from marshe s; they too believed in
witchcraft, and it took centuries of turmoil, conflict, of rejecting scientific
discoveries (and even executing innovators) to eradicate it' (1988: 17). People
who insisted that in order to cure the 'whole person' of the ' Black African ' it
was necessary to ' pander to his nonsensical superstitious concerns' were
attempting to ' lock the Black man permanently into the 12th century.'
Traditional healers, in Motlana's view, were ' dangerous people ' who should
be locked up under the provisions of antiwitchcraft legislation, and he noted
approvingly Samo ra Machel's policy of incarcerating them in reeducation
camps. ' Above all,' he argu ed , ' health care professional s - including
psychologists - must stop romanticizing the evil depr edations of the sangoma'
in order to ' wean our Black (and White ) patients from the tyranny of
superstition' (198 8: 18).
Most of Motlana's address to the graduating doctors was taken up
with this str ident attack upon superstition, as well as its white liberal
supporters. Toward the end of the speech, howe ver , he changed the focus of
his remarks somewhat and set out a project that seems remarkably prescient in
the light of postapartheid experience: 'One oftengets the feeling that some of
my comrades in the struggle and in the professions, thrashing around for some
meaningful contribution to the total sum of human achievement by Blacks,
mistakenly latch onto indigenous medicine as part of that contribution. If so,
let us first subject indigenous medicine to rigorous scientific examination
before there is the beating of drums in the Great Hall of our University'
(1988: 18). In the postapartheid era , when Motlana's former ' comrades'
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gained office in the national state (Motlana was Mandela's personal
physician), they proceeded to foster efforts at ' scientific examination ' of
indigenous medicines . Progress in the enterprise to date has been modest. The
conviction that there is a scientific basis to traditional medicine waiting to be
recovered, howe ver, remains an article of faith .
The effort to reveal the scientific foundations of traditional medic ine
is part of a larger cultural politics in South Africa. Beginning in the late
1990s, African intellectuals and political leader s in South Africa began
efforts, under the general rubric of the ' African Renaissance ,' to foster the
developm ent of systematic knowledge about traditional medic ine in terms of
' indigenous knowledge systems ' (IKS). The concept of IKS owes its genesis
to a confluence of intellectual and political movements in the last quarter of
the twentieth century emerging in the aftermath of decolonisation out of the
ecological movement's concern for sustainable environmental management,
dissatisfaction with prevailing model s of economic development for the Third
World , and concerns with the cultural ' survival ' and rights of minority
indigenous peopl es within larger national states . In the 1990s, the rapid
development of biotechnology industries and research into scientific medical
uses of traditional remedies from different parts of the globe spawned debate s
over questions of intellectual property and the appropriate remuneration of
indigenous peoples for biological materials and knowledge exploited from
their territories.
By the early twenty-first century, while much of the discu ssion of IKS
remained inflected with countercultural romanticism about the essential unity
of nativ e peopl es with nature, the acronym IKS had become part of the ready
coin of international organisation s and a focus of the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO ), a Unit ed Nations intergovernmental agency,
which in 1998 and 1999 sent out fact-finding missions to Asia , Africa , and
Latin America. And while the origins of the idea of indigenous knowledge lay
in a concern with local people's particular and culturally embedded
understandings of themselves and their place in the world , ' IKS' now serves
as a convenient shorthand for categorising aspects of local cultures in terms of
global schemes. The World Bank, for example, issues ' Knowledge Packs' as
part of its 'Indigenous Knowledge Program for Development ' to 'provide
users with quick access to synthe sized information by country or selected
thematic area ' (World Bank , Sub-Sah aran Africa , 200 I).4 There is
considerable debate in development circles over whether indigenous
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knowledge, which by definiti on is context spec ific, can be ge nera lised in the
manner of science , which, though it may have emerged in particular cultura l
contex ts, is by definiti on independent of context.'
The South African discu ssion of IKS has been stimulated by the
Portfolio Co mmittee on Arts, Culture, Science, and Technology, chaired by
the ANC poet and noveli st Mongan e Wally Serote. Sero te is an enthusias t of
the idea of IKS. In a paper presented in 1998 to a roundtable on intellec tua l
property and indigenous peoples orga nised by the WIPO, Serote arg ued:
' Indige no us knowledge and techn ologies that were denied , destroyed and
suppressed in the past will form the basis of our rebirth.. .. Indigenous
knowledge, folklore and tec hnologies have the potential to assist in the reb irth
of our nation ' ( 1998). Serote reported to the WIPO meeting that 'a
programme is currently under way to harn ess this potent ial [of IKS for nati on
building], and the very institutions that were created to maintain apartheid -
the Science Co uncils and the black un iversitie s - have been brought into the
process in a massive, visionary exe rcise of transform ation whose outcome
will be the econo mic empowerment of South Africa's rura l poor ' ( 1998) .
To this end, the Na tiona l Research Foundatio n was charte red in 1998
to 'support and prom ote research, in order to facilitate the crea tion of
knowledge, innovation and development in all fie lds of sc ience and
techn ology, inc luding indigenous knowledge. ' In the financial year 2000/200 I
R 10 million was se t as ide for IKS projects, alth ough only R 5.4 million was
actually alloca ted to fifty-four successful projects." The use of the term ' IKS '
in postapartheid South Africa is more than a litt le ironic . Not only does the
programme postulate not ions of cultural distinctiveness that the architects of
aparthe id would ha ve found most agreeable, but the programmes are
advocated by African inte llectua ls and polit ical leaders who consider
them selves indigenous while representing (or being representative of) the
maj or ity of the popul ation. On the one hand , these intellectuals experience
aspec ts of the we ll-attested derogation of African culture by Whites and
express the need to restore respect and dignit y to the ir own tradit ions and
culture. On the other hand, they are mostly city-dwe lling educa ted
professionals who operate in their professional lives for the most part in
cultura l mili eu s that are indi stinguishable from those of their white peers but
that are worlds aw ay from the life of the rural village.
Since the late 1990s, research into the health benefits of traditional
medicin es has become more of a priori ty for the Medica l Research Counci l of
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South Africa and university depar tments of pharmacy. In 1997, for exa mple, a
' traditional medicines' (TRAMED) research project was estab lished by the
Universities of Cape Town and the Western Cape with the support of the
Medical Research Counci l to, among other things, create a database of
traditional medicines for eastern and southern Africa ; conduct laboratory
screening of trad itional medicines for malaria and tuberculosis; and develop
systems for scientific understanding of the act ion and uses of ' essential'
traditional medici nes in the preve ntion and treatmen t ofdisease .i
Although cer tain plants may have beneficia l bioactive propert ies,
identifying medicinal properties of mil/hi is complicated because different
plants are often combined in making muthi, they are prepare d in infusions and
decoctions with little rega rd to standardised dosage, and they are administered
according to methods such as drinking and regurgitating, all of which makes it
vir tually impossi ble to determine their health-giving effec ts with any sort of
sc ientific rigor. Recip es for particular remedies are usually treated as trade
secrets by healers and ofte n incorpora te animal products and industrial
chemica ls (Stewart, Stee nkamp, and Zuckerman, 1998). Isihlambezo, for
exa mple, a var iety of mil/hi prescribed for pregnant women, is wide ly used by
Afr ican women, has some beneficial effec ts, but is potentially harmful to both
fetus and mother (Varga and Veale, 1997). A literature review on plant s used
during pregnancy found that 'at least 57 different plants are used by black
South African women either as antenatal remedies or, more spec ifica lly, to
induce or augment labor. Among these, 16 have been reported to be toxic. The
uterotonic effects of on ly a few of these plants have been studied ' (Vea le,
Furman, and Oliver, 1992). A later study by Vea le et al. assessed some of the
plants specifically used as oxytocic remedies (to ' induce or augment labor or
control postpartum bleeding' ) and found positive effects on the uteri of
laboratory rats , but the researchers remained cautious about the dangers
inherent in the difficult y of contro lling dosages in practice as well as possible
toxic interactions with other ingredien ts in the mil/hi (Veale et al., 1998).
The vast majority of black South Africa ns would applaud this
endeavor to verify the scientific basis of traditi onal healing. In everyday
parlance, such as I have heard over the yea rs in Sowe to, what the pol itical
elite call ' indigenous knowledge systems' pertaining to ' indigenous medical
systems' are referred to as 'African science.' African science in everyday talk,
however, is postulated not on ly as the scie ntific foundation of healing but also
as the witchcraft agai nst which healers must fight. In common talk , witches as
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well as healers are referred to as 'African scientists. ' As we have seen, the
dialectical nature of muthi means that for every powerful healing substance or
technique an opposing evil power is presumed. The new inves tment in
uncovering the scientific bases of tradit ional healing, then, also contributes to
the plausibility of suppositions about the abilities of persons to cause harm to
others by means of powers - 'evil forces ' - categorised under the rubric of
healing's antithesis: witchcraft. . ...
Regulating Healers in the Post-Apartheid State
Traditional healing in virtually all its forms has been illegal for more than a
century in South Africa. Under the provisions of the Suppression of
Witchcraft Act of 1957 (first introduced in 1895, last amen ded in 1970), all
forms of divination are outlawed. Divination is the heart of healing in Africa;
therefore, all healing is outlawed. I have been unable to find accou nts of the
prosecution of healers for contravening this legislation. No doubt healers have
been targeted from time to time in the various districts of South Africa,
probably when their activities intruded into political matters or complicated
the everyday activities of white administrators . By the I990s, however,
healers operated without the slightest concern for contravening the
Suppression of Witchcraft Act. The Health Professions Act of 1974 (Act no.
56 of 1974) requires that all health practitioners be registered with an
appro priate professiona l governing body, of which there is none for tradi tiona l
healers. More recent ly, the South African Medicines and Medical Devices
Regulatory Authority Act of 1998 requires all medicines, includi ng traditional
medicines, to be registe red with the Medicines Contro l Counc il. Despite these
laws, traditional healers have only rarely been prosecuted simply for plying
their trade . Nonetheless, traditional healers deeply resent their inferior status .
They resent the fact that they are not accorded the same respect and
government support as medical doctors, despite their conviction and that of
their clients that they are providing essential services. Their clients resent the
fact that they cannot obtain health insurance coverage for tradi tional
treatments nor present emp loyers with medical certificates from traditional
healers. And the new African political elite, ever mindful of the historic
denigration of African culture within previous racist regimes, is insiste nt that
traditional knowledge and culture be accorded prope r respect within this
African state.
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Although the new democratically elected government is strongly
committed to rectifying the situation of traditional healers, they have achie ved
little in their first decade of office. The difficulty of acting on these matters,
despite a broad agreement on principles, reveals some of the complexities of
dealing with ' evil force s' in a modem state.
Shortl y after taking office in 1994, the ANC publi shed A National
Health Plan fo r South Africa. In conceiving the plan, the ANC drew on
techn ical support from the World Health Organi sation and UNICEF . Since the
1970s, both of these organisations have advocated that national governments
offici ally recognise ' traditional healers' as partners in health care and
integrate ' traditional medicine ' into Western biomedical systems. In the
ANC' s plan, the new government promised to ' seek to establi sh appropriate
mechanisms that will lead to the integration of traditional and other
complementary healers into the National Health Service' (African National
Congress, 1994: chap. I) .
It is unclear from the plan exactly what is meant by ' integration.'
Many writers on the subject of relations between medical systems have
suggested that three broad possibilities exist for policy on the matter: full
integration (in which case the question of the status of traditional healers
within the health system arises : equal or subordinate to medical doctors?);
cooperation, where a degree of common purpose is developed between
different kind s of practitioners while each sector retain s independence; and
parallelism, where each remains distinct and independent of the other. The .
ANC plan at different point s seems to suggest both integration and
coopera tion." The ANC's National Health Plan also promised that the
government would ' investigate the safety and potential benefit of traditional
dru gs,' while ' fostering liaison and cooperation with traditional healers.' The
overa ll aim was to make ' traditional healing .. . an integral and recognised
part of health care in South Africa. Consumers will be allowed to choose
whom to consult for their health care , and legislation will be changed to
facilit ate controlled use of traditional practitioners ' (African National
Congress, 1994: chap. 3).
Much of the language of this National Health Plan bears the hallmark
of a liberation movement gaining office in a state for the first time and
determined to set the world to rights at once . ANC offices around the country
are littered with thousands of such noble plans gathering dust as the party gets
on with the business of governing. The idea of legislating ' controlled use of
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traditional practitioners,' for example, is pure fantasy. None of the policy
documents on traditional healing provide answers to the question of why, after
a century of being outlawed, healers would willingly submit to being
' controlled ' by Department of Health bureaucrats. The conceptual framework
of this National Health Plan, however, is worth examining in detail, as it
reveals the orthodoxies of political thinking about issues of traditional healing
in postapartheid South Africa. It also reveals why regulation of the industry
that manages problems of witchcraft will be difficult to achie ve.
Underpinning the plan's policies regarding ' traditional practitioners'
were the following 'tenets ' :
People have the right of access to traditional practitioners as part of their
cultural heritage and belief system.
There are numerous advantages in cooperation and liaison between allopathic
and tradit ional health practitioners and interaction will thus be fostered.
Tradition al practitioners often have greater accessibility and acceptability than
the modern health sector and this will be used to promote good health for all.
Traditional practit ioners will be controlled by a recognised and accepted body
so that harmful practises can be eliminated and the profession promoted.
Mutual education between the two health systems will take place so that all
practitioners can be enriched in their health practises. (African National
Congress, 1994: chap. 3)
The elementary presumptions of this plan , then, are that there exist
two distinct ' health systems' - one 'modem' and ' allopathic' the other
' traditional' and part of an African 'cultural heritage and belief system' -
which can be integrated into a single national health care system under the
auspices of the state. To facilitate the policy of integrating the systems, the
ANC proposed that negotiations take place between government
representatives and traditional practitioners, that legislation be enacted to
change the ' position and status' of healers, that interaction between
practitioners from different health systems be encouraged, that training
programmes be initiated, and that a 'regulatory body for traditional medicine'
be establi shed (African National Congress, 1994: chap . 3).
The goals and methods of the National Health Plan at first glance
seem entirely laudable. Clearly, since many, if not most, black South Africans
engage the services of trad itional healers from time to time, a democratic
government cannot deny them this right. Indeed , coming to power after
decades of struggle against a regime that seemed intent upon denigrating the
culture of black people - albeit while claiming to respect that of ' the Bantu ' -
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the ANC government was keen to insist that the proper status of African
tradition be respected. A government committed to the multicultural
principles enshrined in the South African Constitution must be prepared to
respect the practices of healing widespread among the population. All of this
may be laudable, but it ignores some fundamental questions, such as whether
or not there are indeed two systems of health care, in what sense or senses
traditional practitioners are in fact traditional, in what sense or senses they are
health care practitioners (as distinct from, say, religious or spiritual leaders) ,
and to what extent the forms of knowledge and authority underpinning
traditional healing are compatible with those institutionalised within modem
bureaucratic states. This last point is especially important because a large part
of the work of healing involves - in the words of the healers' representatives
reporting to the Portfolio Committee on Arts, Culture, Science, and
Technology - battling against evil forces of witchcraft.
Healing and Authority
Prospects for state regulation of the healing industry hinge upon the ability of
public officials to find ways of connecting principles of authority operative
within the state to those operating in the world of healing in all the varieties
that are practiced. Policy makers seeking to devise ways for the state to
recognise the legitimacy of traditional healing are confounded by the fact that
while there are many revered practitioners of what they refer to as 'traditional
medicine,' there are no indigenous written or scholarly traditions in this field.
Most of the literature on traditional healing in South Africa has been written
by white missionaries, social scientists , and medical practitioners, most of
whom write within the disciplines of academic scholarship." While much of
this literature is informative and sympathetic, it hardly serves the purpose of
building officially recognised training programmes or registers for traditional
healers. Compared to the body of literature developed by anthropologists,
lawyers, officials, and traditional leaders in the field of customary law
(Bekker, 1989), which has long been recognised (and rewritten) by the state,
the material on medical practice would be a flimsy foundation on which to
build an edifice of public health administration.to Nonetheless, the goal of
integrating 'medical systems' remains official government policy.
Progress on the tasks of recognising and regulating healers has been
slow. It seems there are some basic impediments to the institutionalisation of
African healing traditions within a modem national state. In 1995, the
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ministers of health in the national and provincial governments agreed to
conduct hearings into tradit ional healing with a view to affordin g healers
official recognition (E. Pretorius, 1999). In 1996, the Interim Co-ordinating
Committee for Traditi onal Medical Pract itioners' Associations made a
presentation to the National Council of Provinces ' appealing for formal
recogniti on of their system of medicine.' The healers told Parliament that their
' dignity had been eroded by the colonial and aparth eid powers ' and remind ed
them that the official policies of both the ANC and the Department of Health
ca lled for official recognition . The Department of Health , however, reported
that they were unable to make policy in this regard, as they lacked information
and were confounded by the 'apparent division within this profession' (Select
Committee on Social Services, 1998: 4). In response to these appeals,
hearings were held in 1997 and 1998 under the auspice s of the Select
Committee on Social Services of the National Council of Provinces and the
Portfolio Committee on Health of the National Assembl y.
In August 1998, the Select Committee on Social Services presented
its report to Parliam ent. They recommended the creation of a statutory council
for traditional healers similar to the bodies regulating other forms of medical
practice. The ' broad function s' of this body were to be as follows:
I . Registration of all qua lifying traditional healers.
2. Promotion of training, research, professionalism and the creation of a
tradit ional medicine data base.
3. Development of an ethical code of conduct and the maintenance of discipline
within the profession.
4. Establishment of norms and standards with regard to the practice of
traditional healing, includ ing regulating the issuing of medical certificates and
tariff levels.
5. Facilitating co-operation among traditional healers, allopathic medical
professionals and the government.
6. Regulating anything incidental to traditional medical practice. (Select
Committee on Social Services, 1998: 5)
In short, the committee did little more than reiterate the policy
articulated in the ANC's National Health Plan four years earlier. They gave no
indication as to how relevant qualifications might be decided for inclusion in
the register or how standards might be maintained other than to pass the task
onto another proposed consultative body.
The report recommended recognition of the following four categories
ofhealers:
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(a) Inyanga (herbalist or traditional doctor) . This is usually a person who uses
herbal and other medic inal preparat ions for treating disease.
(b) Sangoma (diviners). They are trained to communicate with and utilise the
powers of ancestors in diagnosing a disease or mishap.
(c) Trad itional birth attendants (Ababelekisi). They are usually elderly women
who have been midwives for years and are highly respected for their obstetric
expertise.
(d) Traditional surgeons (iingcibi). They are usually trained men with
experience in conducting traditional circumci sion. (Select Committee on Social
Services, 1998: 6)
The committee offers no guidance as to how the training in
communicating and utilising powers of ancestors might be evaluated by the
proposed statutory council. Birth attendants and circumcision surgeons are
relatively simple to integrate into the medical system because their work is
limited and nothing in the traditions they uphold is incompatible with basic
medical principles. Official recognition of their activities , therefore , merely
requires promoting proper education for practitioners in the basics of hygiene
(such as requiring iincibi to use a fresh sterile blade on each initiate) and the
ability to quickly recognise complications requiring medical attention. In
recent years a number of well-publicised fatalities at circumcision schools
have resulted in demands for closer official scrutiny, and several traditional
surgeons have been arrested for running unregistered schools where initiates
have died. A somewhat more complicated matter involving negotiation
between legal cultures embodying different principles concerning the nature
of childhood and consent arises from the fact that the circumcision rituals
marking the passage of boys to men require a degree of hardship that has
always been accompanied by a risk of death : the men now running the
circumcision schools risk charges of 'child abuse.' Teenage boys from
schools where teachers are no longer allowed to use corporal punishment
sometimes find it difficult to adjust to the strenuous discipline of the
circumc ision school. These issues , however , can be sorted out quite
satisfactorily on a case-by-case basis .I I
lnyangas and sangomas, however, constitute a far more difficult
problem for the state because much of their practice is founded on radically
different principles from those embodied in biomedical science . Moreover,
the committee's distinction between inyangas as herbalists and sangomas as
diviners is deeply problematic . Implicit in the description of healing
categories presented in the committee's report is a model of functional
differentiation of professions and modes of training that is thoroughl y
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Western and modernist in conception and that ignores the possibility of
unseen evil forces acting in both the etiology and the treatment of disease.
Such a model presumes that matters such as qualifications, standards, fees,
and codes of conduct are products of hierarchical social authority and can be
made, therefore, subject to regulation by the state. When a draft Traditional
Health Practitioners Bill was finally published in the Government Gazette on
Apri l 14, 2003 , after nearly ten years of formu lation and consultation, the
proposed legis lation was an almost identical transcript of the Hea lth
Professions Act (Act no. 56 of 1974). The draft bill avoids mention of
inyangas and sangomas or any other category of healer and the various
categories of evil forces they see them selves contending with, ' defining
'traditional health practice' instead as
the performance of a function, activity, process or service that include s the
utilization of a traditional medicine or a traditional practice and which has as its
object:
(a) the mainten ance or restoration of physical or mental health or function; or
(b) the diagnosis, treatme nt or prevent ion ofa physical or mental illness; or
(c) the rehabilitation of a person so that he or she may resume normal
functionin g within the family or community;
(d) the physical or mental preparation of an individual for puberty, adulthood,
pregnancy, childbirth, and death .
The main purpose of the bill is to establish procedures for the minister
of health to const itute a Council of Traditional Health Care Practitioners and
to outline procedures by which this council is suppo sed to register and
regulate healers.
Despite the fact that they number in the hundreds of thousands and
perform services very simi lar to those of traditional healers, the report of the
Select Committee on Social Services rejected suggestions that 'spiritual
healers (abathandazi)' be included in the register, because the committee was
' of the view that . . . they are not traditional in nature and their training and
accreditation is unclear and ill-defined' ( 1998: 6). Considering that the
training of healers includes communicating with the spirits of the dead and
that the procedures used by many healers are constantly being updated and
changed, the committee was perhaps being somewhat rash in the judgment
that their training was more clearly defined than that of spiritual healers in
general. In any event, as officials of the Department of Health discovered
when they began discussions of questions of training and cer tification with
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healers' organisations, no consensus was possible on the question of what
qualifies a person to heal. 12
The powers underpinning virtually every kind of nonmedical healing
in South Africa derive from personal relationships with ancestors and other
spiritual beings. While there may appear to be regularities and patterns in
practice, these patterns are of an entirely different order from those that
emerge in systems governed by authoritative institutions such as those of
biomedical science and the medical professions. While the policy makers
might want to institute more professionalisation within the traditional-healing
'sector,' if they were serious about engaging with the authority structures of
such healing practices in the manner understood by the practitioners
themselves, they would have to propose a mode of negotiation, not just with
' stakeholders' in the sector, but with the ancestors and spirits on whose behalf
most of the stakeholders practice. This would not be a simple undertaking, but
the policy makers, in their insistence that traditional health care can be
regulated by institutions constituted along lines identical to those regulating
the medical professions, seem to be assuming that authority deriving from
connection with ancestors and other invisible beings can be treated as if
coterminous with the secular authority of communities, professions, and the
state .
Traditional healers do not operate completely outside structures of
ordinary social authority. Ngoma rituals, for example, are regulated to some
extent within networks of diviners centered on senior healers who teach and
initiate others into the calling (Green, Zokwe , and Dupree, 1995; H. Ngubane ,
1981). Although a senior healer could possibly initiate a hundred or more
sangomas over the course of a long career , these networks are limited in
extent. Harriet Ngubane estimated in 1981 that an average Zulu diviner might
be in contact with some four hundred fellow diviners from all over the
subcontinent over a three- to five-year period (1981: 364). During the process
of ukuthwasa the senior serves merely as a guide in assisting the afflicted
initiate in developing his own relationship with tutelary spirits , who in turn
empower his healing practice. Although the influence of seniors and
colleagues no doubt remains strong during a sangoma's career, and although
there are various recognised grades and statuses among sangomas, in theory
she or he is dependent for healing power only upon personal spirits. This
makes these networks extremely fissiparous. Indeed, I have known healers to
boast of having broken away from the senior to whom they were apprenticed
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and remammg independent of all other human authorities as a way of
emphasising their primary subjection to spiritual power and thus their
extraordinary capacity to heal.
The authority structures that emerge within networks of sangomas,
however , are not hierarchi es of the sort that are utilised in modem Western
states for certifying and regulating healing practice . Although senior healers
exerci se a great deal of authority over initiates, there is no power on earth that
can prevent people from becoming healers if they feel their ancestors so
desire, or prevent them from practicing in ways they believe their ancestors
demand. Nor can any person say without fear of contradiction that a particular
healer 's call is not genuine . It is not impossible to imagine , however, these
networks of healers being organised into representative organi sations capable
of accrediting members such that the entire institution might be regulated
more formally. This is the hope underlying current government policy . The
proliferation of associations, councils, and advocacy groups representing
healer s over the past decade in anticipation of a new legal framework ,
however , suggests that a fertile field for political action exists in this domain.
Some estimates put the number of such associations at more than 150
(Pretorius, 1999).13 The heart of the matter that representatives of the state
feel called upon to resolve, however, the problem of distinguishing genuine
healers from charlatans and regulating the use of 'harmful medicines,'
remains intractable.
The figure of the sagacious sangom a, guardian of spiritual tradition
participating in age-old rituals of the ancestors, 'dominate s the image of
traditional healing in public discourse in contemporary South Africa. The
major part of the work of healing illness and misfortune in contemporary
South Africa , however, is actually carried on outside this domain. Most
healing and health maintenance work is done at home, without professional
supervision, by people medicating themselves and their families and friends
with substances obtained from grocery stores , clinics, hospitals , inyangas'
'surgeries,' pharmacies, 'African chemist' shops , and streetside muthi
vendors. In addition to self-medication and ministration , people draw upon an
array of nonmedical practitioners and religious entrepreneurs of the most
diverse kinds, who offer cures for every ailment and 'medicine' to solve every
imaginable problem of life. Many of these problems - like the need of
students to obtain muthi guaranteeing success in examinations; or the need of
gamblers for success in the Lotto - would have been unrecognisable to their
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ancestors. The title inyanga is commonly given to all healers who are in
neither medical nor religious institutions. This is a crowded marketplace.
Inyangas typically claim two distinct grounds for their healing
abilities. On the one hand , they insist on the length and rigor of their training
with a master healer. On the other, they claim that their skills with muthi
derive from their ancestors - either through inheritance of an innate capacity
or through direct instruction by means of dreams or both . Judging from the
fragmentary information available in the literature on medical mishaps and
clinical syndromes associated with traditional healing , the substances and
practices of inyangas are no longer based solely upon a traditional herbal
apothecary. As one of the leading toxicologists of South Africa has recently
argued: ' there is a need to explode the myth that all of these [traditional
remedies] are safe' (Stewart, Steenkamp, and Zuckerman, 1998: 513). The
facts that healers operate with a radically different concept of etiology and a
vastly more expansive interpretation of the agency of substances than is
common in pharmacology make it difficult to connect scientific
interpretations of medicinal substances with popular healing practices,
particularly those geared toward protection from witchcraft. When policy
makers invoke the ' traditional healer ' or ' traditional medical practitioner' in
their deliberations, they tend to conjure into being the sangoma figure
representing the wisdom of the ages. Meanwhile, in the townships, squatter
camp s, and dilapidated slums of the inner cities, so-called inyangas are
dispensing their muthi without restraint.
The term inyanga signifies nothin g as consistent or orderly as the
ngoma cult. It is this domain of healing work that policy makers worry about
when they talk about integrating ' health systems ,' restraining ' harmful
practices,' and regulating the training, practice, and remuneration of African
'health professions.' In the discourses of health policy, at least among those
who are sympathetic to the enterprise of traditional healing (which is the vast
majority of black South Africans and not a few white people), inyangas are
seen as ' herba lists' dispensing natural healing products based upon ancient
wisdom. And this wisdom is widely considered to constitute a system of
knowledge which , in the interests of multicultural justice, must be considered
equally valuable as any other, particularly that of 'Western' science. For
policy makers concerned with traditional healing, particularly those who are
sympathetic to the image of the healer as sage , the principal issue is the task
of identi fying and prosecuting ' charlatans.'
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Distinguishing between the charlatan and the sage, however, is
complicated. In popular discourse in places like Soweto, inyangas are seen as
African scientists whose secret knowledge allows them to perform ' miracles.'
These miracles can be either miracles of harm and death in the manner spoken
of as witchcraft or miracles ofhealing. The only charlatans in this business are
those whose miracles fail to happen after they have taken their clients' money.
Even the relatively straightforward issue of tariffs and fees, which
government policy sugge sts should be regulated, are related to the dignity and
authority of invisible beings. For most healers , the fee is stipulated as a token
of respect to their ancestors and is not spoken of as an economic arrangement
at all. Of course , if the ancestors are powerful and much in demand , the fee
will be high." Discu ssions of the importance of recognising traditional
healing often refer to its cost advantage in relation to Western medicine as a
reason for encouraging official recognition and generally developing the
practice.
Questions of cost relating to traditional healing , however, are not at
all straightforward. While it may well be the case that the costs of establishing
a modern medical practice are greater than those involved in a traditional
practice, it is by no means certain that the costs to patients will always be less.
Consultations with traditional healers are almost always an ongoing process ,
more like prolonged psychotherapy in their general structure than a visit to the
general practitioner. Cure is never final. There is always some other detail
needing attention, resulting in further expense . Moreover, as the practice of
healing usually involves mending relations with family, both living and dead,
while overcoming forces of evil dispatched by others, the costs of healing
include things such as feasts for ancestors arid their hungry descendants and
reinforcing protections against witches. Such procedures can easily run into
the thousands of rand. In fact , without spending thousands , it is impossible to
be assured that everything that could be done to deal with a particular case of
misfortune has been done. At the end of the day, if misfortunes persist, a
whole new regime of treatment , even a new healer , and more expense might
be required.
The Select Committee on Social Services inquiry into traditional
healing noted that the 'practice of traditional medicine is officially outlawed'
under provisions of the Health Professions Act of 1974. It also noted that until
the end of . apartheid, 'traditional healers were not only degraded and
dehumanised but were branded as witches.' Yet, despite this outlawing, 'large
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numbers of Africans continued their belief in and trust of traditional
medicines' (Select Committee on Social Services, 1998: 3). What the
committee did not investigate, however, was how healers , having survived
decades of official repression, might be induced to cooperate with authorities
of the state in a system of regulation and registration that could in theory
disqualify them from practicing a calling that had come from their ancestors.
Nor does the report or the draft bill of 2003 offer any guidance as to how, if
the qualifications for healing include such things as communicating with
ancestors, the process of appointment to the statutory council can be
guaranteed as ' transparent and democratic ' (Select Committee on Social
Services, 1998: 6). In its drive to find a way of according respect to a certain
official model of ' tradition,' the committee neglected the fact that in South
Africa there is a large and energ etic population of nonmedical therapists
practicing varieties of healing they are pleased to call, among other things ,
'herbal,' ' spiritual,' and 'traditional ' who are not Africans in the way the
present regime understands that term. After the report was tabled in 1998,
many of the white healers moved to develop common cause with African
traditional healers' associations to lobby jointly for official recognition.15
Given that for the past decade the Department of Health has been
preoccupied with the AIDS epidemic at the same time as much of the
infrastructure of the allopathic medical system has been collap sing , the failure
to make progress in regulating traditional healing is not surprising. The AIDS
epidemic, however, has also heightened the perception of the need to integrate
traditional healers into the public health endeavor. In practice, when policy
makers devise plans for the health system, they have mostly ignored
traditional healing entirely or else have situated nonmedical healers in a
clearl y subordinate role. " Generally, such plans call for programmes to train
healers to recognise symptoms of AIDS and illnesses such as tuberculosis, as
well as other sexually transmitted diseases , in order to facilitate referrals to
biomedical practitioners; they treat traditional healing as a subsidiary activity
to Western medicine. " However, as illnesses associated with AIDS become
more widespread, demand for the services of healers and their remedies is
likely to increase substantially. Policing claims for having discovered cures
for AIDS will prove a taxing task for authorities.
In the first decade of democratic rule , the most significant legislation
pertaining to traditional healers has been the South African Medicines and
Medical Devices Regulatory Authority Act (Act no. 132 of 1998), which
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includes 'traditional medicines' under the category 'complementary
medicines.' This act provides for the regulation and registration of all
medicines intended for human and animal use. Under its terms , muth i must be
approved by the Medicines Control Council, who are appointed by the
minister of health, and sold with full disclosure of ingredients. The provision
has simply been ignored. Healers dispense their remedies without giving a
thought to the fact that they are now required to submit their healing potions
to the scrutiny of the Medicines Control Counci1.'8 As the AIDS crisis grows ,
public interest in traditional muthi as remedies is increasing, as are
opportunities to profit from their manufacture and sale. There is no sign of an
effective regulatory system emerging.
Given that the final authority for healers' activities and the source of
their healing gifts lie in the domain of invisible beings, and considering that
many of the ailments they treat are considered to have an origin in domains of
occult forces, it is difficult to see how bureaucratic regulation can ever be
fully effective. Regulatory bodies, however, especially if they control
significant financial resources and disciplinary powers, will certainly spawn a
whole new field of political activity as groups struggle for control of these
resources. The new legislation will also empower the minister of health to
grant certain healers an official imprimatur. But while the rhetoric of policy
makers invokes models of authority emphasising the creation of systematic
bureaucratic regulation for traditional healing, the most likely prospect for this
sector is a continuation of the present unregulated market for healing services
coupled with a smaller sector of healers who win control of state resources.
Adam Ashforth is a Visiting Associate Professor of Social Science at the School of
Social Science , Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton . He is the author of Madumo,
A Man Bewitched (Chicago: University of Chicago Press and Cape Town: David
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Notes
A flier advertising the services of a 'dokotela ' (doctor) named Maama Asha Maraka
(a wom an from Uganda) that I picked up on the main street of the Zululand town
Mtub atuba in November 2003 included the statement, in English, 'P eople with
AIDS/HIV can be helped on symptoms.' The rest of the pamphlet was in Zulu and
offered cures for all the symptoms of AIDS , plus everything else besides. Since
Mtub atub a is home to many English-speaking medical researchers attached to the
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Hblabisa Hospital and the Africa Centre for Health and Population Studies, Maama
Asha was wise to deflect inquiries about her capacities to treat AIDS.
Rian Malan has an acco unt of an incident during a miners' strike when African
workers treated with muthi designed to turn bullets into water encountered
manage ment's new riot control technology: the water cannon . The strikers' j ubilation
was short-lived when management returned to its old method of using live
ammunition (Malan, 1990: 209).
There is no reason to presume that Africans working within the medical system as
doctors, nurses, and technicians are completely severed from all cultural forms and
practices of the world in which they live, nor that their professio nal practice and
personal lives conform seamlessly with the ideological stipulations of 'scientific'
medicine such that they would automatically treat all popular understandings of
suffering and illness as ' superstition' - a superstition that they, as medical
practitioners, are supposed to be above. A survey of black medical students' attitudes
to witchcraft in the early 1980s at the Medical University of South Africa, Medunsa,
found that the majority of them did not doubt the powers of witches (Elliot, 1984).
Many important questions concerning African medical practice in South Africa
remain unexamined in the literature of medical anthropology, such as: How are
meaningful diagnoses made and communicated to patients living in a world of
witches? How are treatment options and drug-pr escribing practices influenced by
expectations deriving from ' traditional' medical experiences of doctors and patients?
How are pract ices of self-medication among African patients shaped by lessons
learned in consultations with Western and with traditional practitioners?
As of July 2001, the World Bank's Indigenous Knowledge Pack ' for South Africa
contained little other than a summary of an article from the Sowetan reporting
research from Stellenbosch University on the use of the 'African potato' in the
treatment of HIV and other viral infections, with the following appended: ' Lesson:
Combining Western and traditional medicines in treating terminal illnesses may help
developing [sic] efficient treatments ' (World Bank, Sub-Saharan Africa, 200 1,
emphasis in original). The African potato, Hypoxis hem erocallidea, has been hailed
in the popular press as a ' miracle muthi ' after tumor-suppressing and immune-
syste m-stimulating properties of its phenolic chemical constituents were isolated and
tested, although as the chemist who initially identified them has noted: 'with the
present fragmentary knowledge regarding the effects on the human body of the
complex mixture of compounds present in the whole extract of the Hypoxis plant, we
would advise caution in hurriedly "taking to the bottle'" (Drewes and Horn, 2002: 4).
For surveys of debate s on IKS, see Ellen and Harris (1996, 2000) ; Rouse (1999). For
examples of attempts to make the notion of IKS relevant to South Africa, see Odora
Hopper s (2002).
George Mukuka , IKS manager, National Research Foundation, July 19, 2001,
personal communication .
See http://www.uct.ac.za/depts/pha/satmerg.htm.
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For a discussion of these options in the South African context, see Freeman and
Motsei (1992) .
The literature on traditional healing in South Africa has been mainly concerned with
effo rts to describe particular healing 'systems' in distinct ethnic/national groups (e.g.,
Ashton, 1943; H. Ngubane, 1977) or to construc t a general account that can serve
either as a reference point for those engaged with Western biomedicine (e.g., Conco,
1972; Hammond-Tooke, 1989; Hewson, 1998) or as a means by which respect can be
acco rded to Africa n culture and the injuries of the past redressed (e.g., Gumede,
1990; Mutwa, 1969). In recent years , primaril y in response to the tuberculosis and
HIV/AID S epidemics, a growing body of work has examined questions of how to
integrate traditional healers into the biomedical system (e.g., Hopa, Simba yin, and Du
Toit, 1998; Wilkinson, Gcabashe, and Lurie, 1999), although there are few studies of
the attitudes and perceptions of physicians and other stakeholders in the biomedica l
system to traditional healing (Peltzer , 200 I). Apart from an important body of work
on the faith-healing communities of the AICs (Kierna n, 1990b; Oosthuizen, 1992;
Oost huizen et al., 1989), little has been written on urban innovations in healing
(Farrand, 1980), the varie ties of healing that do not conform with traditional notions
and categories such as sangoma and inyanga, or the ways those healing categories
and the practices associated wit h them have developed in nontraditional ways (Cocks
and Dold, 2000).
Despite the extent and importance of this writ ing on customary law, many African
legal scholars consider the legal foundations of customary law as it became
institutionalised in the South African state to be contrary to the true interests and
culture of Africans. See, e.g., Majeke (2002) . For an accou nt of the recognition of
custo mary law, see Hahlo and Kahn (1960) ; also Chanock (200 I).
For a description of a young man's experience at such a school in the 1990s, see
Ramph ele (2002).
This issue proved a major bone of contention in discussions between the Department
of Health and traditional-healing ' stakeholders.' At one meeting, on February 20,
200 I, in Pretoria, representatives of the department announced that healers would
have to take a written exam prior to registration, a suggestion that outrage d the less
literate healers. The proposal was dropped (Katherine Lee, South Africa n Traditional
Healers' Alliance, personal communication). Since the knowledge embodied in
traditional healing has never been transmitted by means of writing, such an
examinat ion would be a curious anomaly. An insight into difficulties with the issue of
qua lifications can be gleaned from ' the fact that the offic ial web site of Thamba
Administrators, a company set up to administer medical insurance plans for
employers that cover the services of traditional healers (who are paid with vouchers),
lists under 'Requirement s' that healers ' must have the necessary qualifications as
recognised by an approved traditional healers association,' and under 'Training'
states, in boldface: ' We need more information about what training you require to
become a Traditional Healer ' (Thamba Administrators, 200 1). The company was
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incorporated in January 1997 and the question remained unanswered four years later
when I viewed their web site.
13
14
15
16
17
18
These groups have tended to be organised on ethnic lines. The two largest
organisations, the Interim- Coordinating Council of Traditional Healers
(predominantly Xhosa) and the Traditional Healers Organ isation of South Africa
(predominantl y Zulu), have been at loggerhe ads in the battle for government
recognition (Katherine Lee, South African Traditional Healers' Alliance, July 19,
200 I, personal communication). .
To the best of my knowledge , the economics of fee setting among South African
trad itional healers has not been explored. In Central Africa, however, Kenneth
Leonard has found that the custom of paying healers more if their treatments are
successful produces an incentive for healers to strive to provide quality care (Leonard
200 13, 200Ib).
A document issued in 2000 by the Professional Traditional Healers Register of South
Afric a (motto: ' Healers United for the Healing of South Africa and the World ') , for
example, notes that many forms of alternative medicine used in the West (e.g.,
'Massage, Aromatherapy, Acupuncture, Reflexology , Bach Flower Remedies etc.' )
originated in Africa and are used by African traditional healers.
The five-year Strategic Framework plan devised by the national and provincial health
departments, for example, makes no mention of traditional or spiritual healers at all.
See Department of Health (1999).
The Department of Health' s AIDS Strategy plan, for example , lists as goals:
'Collaborate with traditional healers to improve health care seeking behaviour for
STDs ' (Goal 2); 'C onduct research on the effect iveness of traditional medicines'
(Goal II ) (Department of Health, 2000).
For an exa mple of some of the reactions to this legislation from purveyors of
'complementary' medicines, consider this initialism: PHARMAPACT (Peoples
Health Alliance Rejecting Medical Authoritariani sm, Prejudice, and Conspiratorial
Tyranny).
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